As one seed unlocks a field, one portal unlocks the world.

Simplifying the farmer’s world means connecting the greatest number of dots: financials, agronomy, genetics, insurance, machinery, access to capital, and many more. By finding and curating the best expertise, linking arms with like-minded partners across business needs and market segments, Conservis becomes that vital data hub for everything farmers need and a gatekeeper to all who reach them.

conserviscorp.com
EVERY GENERATION NEEDS ITS LEADERS.

As a farmer-owned cooperative, we help lead the agricultural industry by promoting the most innovative, responsible farming practices available today. And we want to make sure that the next generation of leaders is well trained for tomorrow. That’s why we proudly support youth leadership programs like FFA. It’s also why we’ve invested in scholarships and countless land-grant university initiatives across the country. At CHS, we know every generation needs its leaders. And every potential leader needs a little help becoming one.

Visit chsinc.com/stewardship to learn more about our ongoing commitment to leadership.